Royal Sovereign International Announces A Robust Line Up Of Calenders For Dye
Sublimation Transfer And Heat Fixation.
Rockleigh, NJ-(Business Wire)-June 1, 2015 – Royal Sovereign International announces
a unique solution for dye sublimation heat transfer. The NexxPress™ High Volume
Production and InPress™ Standard Production Calendar Heat Transfer Systems are
engineered for roll to roll, piece to roll and single piece production. The user friendly
controls allows both novice and experienced users to achieve a roll to roll transfer rate
up to 7.4 feet per minute at a 30 second exposure time.
“We are excited to be able to offer our valued customers a high quality dye
sublimation transfer solution,” said Carl Hoffman, Director of Sales and Marketing. “The
ease of use, fast speeds, and reliability will open new doors to those seeking a solution
to their textile production needs.”
The NexxPress™ line offers the available options of a 14”ø wide infra-red heated drum or
a 14”, 22” or 34”ø traditional self-contained oil heated drum, each ensuring a smooth
and even heat distribution. The included removable feed table allows for the easy
transition between single piece production and full roll to roll transfer. The revolutionary
shaft-less core adapters allows users to, quickly and effortlessly load supplies.
The InPress™ line of calender are designed for sign and print shops who are just starting
out in the textile product market. Designed for roll to roll production but with the
versatility to handling single piece production. Utilizing a 10”ø infra-red or oil heated
drum, vibrant and precise colors are transferred with perfection.
Drawing power from a dedicated 3 phase 240 volt line (customizable voltages
available) the NexxPress™ and InPress™ Calender Heat Transfer Systems can achieve a
maximum temperature up to 446° Fahrenheit. Customizable speed and temperature
settings ensure an optimal color transfer is achieved every time. Royal Sovereign
continues to offer a unique perspective and affordable solution for the print finishing
industry.
The NexxPress™ and InPress™ Calender Heat Transfer System line are available for
purchase now. For more information visit us at www.royalsovereign.com .
About Royal Sovereign - Royal Sovereign International, Inc. is celebrating nearly 30
years of continued success as a leading manufacturer and distributor of appliances,
office and print finishing products. The company supports customers in more than 100
countries around the world from its corporate headquarters in Rockleigh, New Jersey
and from its global sales offices, distribution centers, and manufacturing facilities.
Royal Sovereign is highly invested in developing innovative technologies with a
commitment to provide the utmost in customer satisfaction.
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